Description:

This ROW is located at the end of High Street and runs easterly from the intersection of Walcott Avenue. It is in a residential neighborhood with a small, narrow footpath to the top of a ledge overlooking a cobble and rocky shoreline. The drop is approx. 20' to the shore.

Recommendation from 1999 Report:

This public right of way requires a steep staircase be built to provide access to the water which during high tides and storm surges would be subject to the same erosion which been carving away the ledge. Shoreline access has been granted to neighbors via paths through abutting neighbor yards. There is limited parking on this potential ROW. In consideration of the close proximity of neighbors, the degree of clearing and maintenance required (including steep staircase), lack of parking and other nearby more equipped public shoreline access areas, (East Ferry, Town Beach north and south of East Ferry, Ft. Wetherill, Ft. Wetherill Extention) this ROW is given a priority rating of 3.
Site #24: High St Right-of-Way

View from High St.

Overgrown Path on left, possible encroachment on right.
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Westerly View from Shoreline